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(www.3com.com). UCAID proContributing writer ·
vides more than $50 million a year
for the 12 project; additional fundIf movies have taught us any.,. ing comes from corporate sponsors
thing, it's that sequels are never· as and federal agencies.
i
good as the original. However, a
The 12 network is scheduled to
group of universities, government begin operations later this year and
agencies, and computer firms is hop- should be fully deployed in 1999.
By Salina Vavia
ing their sequel bucks this trend. If · According to its supporters, this
Sports Editor
this project, called Internet2 new network will open a new world
· .sJeRow•x~u;can:·.;et1aur•· .• • • • • (www.internet2.edu), succeeds, it to Net users within the next five
Your Nova
Jiarrcill[.ai4•fef~#d/a#~f.at•··· · · · will lead to an Internet that's faster, years: 12's reliable high-speed conSoutheastern Knights
more reliable, and more powerful.
nections will be able to support the
>'. ·...•. •· "J?a$tel' r{e(µncl;
Internet2 (12) is a super-fast net- transmission of enough information
· ·•·Anyoll~?,,:(Jn}qgc•s • • • ••• · · •· · ·
are finally moving
work thatwill exist alongside - not to enable broadcast-quality sound,
- fromNAIA
replace - the curvideo, and multicompetition to NCAA
rent Net. At least
·
media. This will
The 12 project began be a boon for anyinitially, 12 will not
.. :-·-: . :-:
-:- ·.
.-: -:,· . ;, <·-. ·: :-:-: -: :-· :· .· ... :-: .··-:,:,
Division II play!
. Seeliow th/Nst1$QAf > \ . be open to the genIn 1996, when 34
one interested in
universities,
long-distance
eral public, but it
Effective September 1, Nova
frustrated by slow
learnirig,_ Web.·•· · wood?~'tiirned.oµi..S<le •••·····•····.·.· will be used to de-:Southeastern University will be a
connections and lost based TV, or live provisional member in NCAA Divivelop networking
6]of detat1S< . ·
technologies that
data, began working networking.
sion II. The NCAA Division II
can benefit the
on plans for a faster
But Internet2
Council made the decision at their
whole Internet. This
more reliable '
is not the only
July .28-30 meeting. The NCAA Discenario echoes the
network.
high-speed Net
vision II President's Council then
development
of
the
project
currently
· Watzt.'the.
ratified this decision at its August
present Net, which morphed from a in the works. 12 is closely related
12th meeting.
4
U.S. government project into a totheU.S.govemment'sNextGen}••··• worldwide
Being a provisional member
collection of commercial eration Internet (NGI) project,
means that Nova must complete a
networks. Technology developed which began in 1997. Both initiafour-year period at the
during the Net's noncommercial tives focus on creating new techprovisional
days was· used to improve the per- nologies that can benefit the current
status. The
formance of the privately owned net- Internet. Several European coun:.: ... > .
. ..
·.·.·.·.:.·-:.-:.: :-:· ·.<-: .<·
Knights
·
tries are collaborating in the TENJfafe ttmib'¢iwe~n #la#~s- <·. works.
will have
The 12 project began in 1996, 34 Consortium, a Cambridge, Ento partici· andneedajob:J!! . (;heck·•·
when 34 universities, frustrated by · gland-based high-speed network.
pate in sev•·· · OuttheCJasslfiecl Secti<>11 •< slow connections and lost data, be- One of Internet2 's larger backers,
eral activities
· 9npagefO . ·
gan working on plans for a faster, fiber-optic network provider Quest .
as part of the Educamore reliable network. In 1997 they (www.quest.com), is also working
tional Assessment Program for Difounded UCAID, the University with the Corporation for Education
vision-II provisional members. These
Corporation for Advanced Internet Network Initiatives in California's
activities include an orientation sesDevelopment (www.ucaid.edu), CalREN-2 project, which will link
sion for each institution's chief ex. floyo11 w.a11t to rl1ake -a ·•· ·
which now includes more than 120 more than a dozen private and pub. difference and vplµnfe'er'!
ecutive officer, which will be conmember universities and private lie universities. Not everyone, how. ·. s·ee· . ''S
• .· .....h. . . xi .... . •.. ff.·.
ducted by the NCAA stafl\and mem. ..tartt
e 1e?,r .() . •• •<
sponsors -. including Sprint ever, is happy about these new
Righfa}~ onpage}J > ..•.
bers of the Division II President's
(www.sprint.com),
Cisco Internet initiatives. A handful of
Council.
(www.cisco.com), and 3Com otherlnternetcompanies-includ-
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The Knight Newspaper

New Students
Welcomed to NSU
By Don Rosenblum
Contributing Writer
More than 440 new freshmen
and transfer undergraduate Professional and Liberal Studies (P.A.L.S.)
students started at NSU this fall, the
largest entering class ever. Throughout the summer, new students have
participated in several Summer Experience programs in order to meet
with academic advisors, take placement tests (if necessary), and schedule classes. Parents of new freshman students were also invited to
attend meetings with faculty and
workshops outlining services to support student academic success.
New students were also invited
to attend orientation programs just
before the start of classes. Sessions
highlighted opportunities for involvement, strategies for academic
success, and plenty of time to socialize and meet new friends and classmates.
Highlighting the orientation program were 'welcome speeches by
Nova Southeastern University President Ray Ferrero, Farquhar Center
for Undergraduate Studies Dean
Norma Goonen, and Student Government President Jennifer Szczech.
In addition~ 1992 alumnus Rob
Brezinzski, now working as staff
counsel with the Miami Dolphins,
spoke about his fond experiences as
an NSU undergraduate.
Key to the success of both summer experience and new student orientation programs has been the work
of upper class student Orientation
Leaders. These students, selected
and trained during the late spring,
served as guides and session facilitators and provided a unique perspective as current NSU students.
A third year student majoring in
· Legal Studies, Alyson Dion served
as orientation coordinator and helped
students schedule times to attend
summer experience and orientation.
In addition, Dion supervised the
work of fellow student orientation
leaders. According to Dion, "this
summer was a lot of fun - and a lot
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of work - and I really enjoyed talking with new students and their par- By Alyson Dion
Aside from physical alterations,
Campus Life Editor .
ents. The incoming new students
The Flight Deck has experienced
have so much energy - it will be a
some personnel changes as well.
great year!" ·
It's Friday night. Along with · Frank Majnerich, the new Student
Each student orientation leader classes and the new school year, the Life Assistant Director for the Stuworked with small groups of new TGIFs have begun at The Flight dent Union, heads a team of enthusistudents throughout summer experi- Deck, NSU's student union. The astic "Flight Crew" members that
ence and orientation sessions. Of- menu is the same, but the ambiance include such familiar faces as Brad
ten, the goals were simply to help changed drastically.
Fatout and Valerie Swanson, the two
Along with a new stage that new Program Assistants.
new students meet each other and
·
feel more comfortable on campus. wraps around the northern perimeter
Scott "Spanky" Helfrich, GraduTours led by orientation leaders com- of the deck, a 10 ft. by 10 ft. wooden ate Assistant for The Flight Deck,
bined valuable 1nformation and facts dance floor and wall-to-wall carpet- now oversees the Intramural Union
about key resource officers with 'in- ing enhance The Flight Deck's origi- Sports which allows winners of Insider' information about strategies to nal features. Similarly, The Flight tramural tournaments to attend the
succeed on campus and enjoy time Deck has become home to a "Pop-a~ Association for College Unions Inspent at NSU.
Shot" basketball game, a magazine ternational (ACUI) Nationals. WinServing as student orientation rack with all the current popular ner of The Flight Deck, sponsored 9leaders this summer were Melissa magazines, and a brand new light- ball Championship Pool Tournament
Hellerman, Tomer Hanina, Roya ing and fog system, used in the re- (September 17-18) and Intramural
Ghorsriz, Dennis Holste, Chris cent "Knight Club" <lane~ party on bowling will receive an all-expense
see FLIGHT on vaf!e 5
Hannon, Rocio De'~eda, Angel~F_n_·d_a~,_A_u~-~-2_1_.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sanchez, Leon Chung, Indira Rolle,
Jennifer Szczech, and Lani Cohen.
In addition to the work of student orientation leaders, several faculty and staff helped to plan and fa- By Keisha McCarthy
Student Government Editor
cilitate seminars and workshops during the summer experience and oriAs your new Student Government Editor, I take this opportunity towelentation programs. Caryn Asleson,
come
all Nova Southeastern University Students back to the new school
Director of Student Support, proTo
our freshmen and transfer students, I wish for you all the best for
year.
vided administrative leadership for
the
academic
year and trust that while here at Nova, you will get involved
the orientation planning committee;
Ruth Bosch, Assistant Director for in extra-curricular activities. To our continuing students, I trust that those
Student Life, assisted with social and of you who did not do well academically last year will use the new year as
an opportunity to catch up, and for those of you who did well, I pray for
evening programs' development.
For new students, these pro- your continued success.
The student government year kicked off with the meeting of the Senate
grams serve as an introduction to
on
Sunday,
August 30 in the Flight Deck. The meeting was called to order
important resources and helpful
by
Paul Wisniewski, Vice President of Legislation. At that time,
at
2:35pm
people. For both new freshman and
new transfer students, the first se: ten senators were present, and the meeting commenced with roll call folmester will serve as an extended 'ori- lowed by the reading of the minutes and Announcements. During the anentation classroom.' Certainly, with nouncements, Jessica Rivera, International Senator, was appointed Secrethe continuing support of faculty, tary to the Vice President of Legislation. Astound by her new position, she
fellow students, and staff, this will proceeded to make jottings in preparation for next Sunday's minutes. Anbe a positive and successful experi- other issue discussed was lunch with the Dean of Undergraduate Studies on
Tuesday, September 15,1998, at noon in the cafeteria. All students are inence.
Students interested in learning vited.
Senators addressed issues relating to their constituents which included
more about upcoming opportunities
a
concern
for students who miss meals because their class schedules conto be involved with new student proflict with Restaura's
grams and planning for future orihours. Other issues
entation activities are invited to con'discussed
were bytact Don Rosenblum (262-8402) in
the Dean's Office at the Farquhar
see SGA on pcfge 5
Center.
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MobileComm®
is offering our "Best Value Ever!"
Brin.g in our Competitiors Beeper
·and we will Re-Connect it for:

Only

50
-Monthly
New Service Only

Includes ''FREE'' Voice Mail!
. Free ConneCtion
Activate· an Advisor with Numeric Service & Receive

.-== ~ I::=. I::=.

Sports • Entertainment • Financial
·(Information service provided by Dow Jowns)

CAL.L 1 800 683 7.243 EXT .173
Connect a friend and receive One
month FREE credit on your account.
• While supplies last
Certain restrictions apply on trade-in. (must be in working condition).• Three months service required- Taxes not included.

Visit our Store Locations • Monday - Friday: 9:00a.m. - 5:00,p.m.
Kend·an
9533 ·SW 40 St. ·
(305) 228'~36'55

N. Miami .Beach
12440.Biscayne Blvd.

(305)

sg_s~a:oss
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Ft. Lauderdale
5936 Pembroke Rd~ ·6318 :NW 9th Ave.
·(9.54) 4sa~ss1a- . (954) 492-4265
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decided right then and th~re that this
was the way that I was gomg to meet
I arrived on campus and began people and become involved. I
to realize the true extent of my ea- scanned over the list and in between
gerness to meet new people, start the workshops and meetings I uncovnew things _and learn more about ered a trip to the beach, movies, a
myself. I began to grasp the idea that volunteering excursion, socials, and
for the next four years I have the · many more interesting activities.
As 5:00pm rolled around, hunopportunity to grow as a person, and
that I will spend this time on the cam- ger began to set in and, I headed over
pus at Nova Southeastern University. to dinner at the Flight Deck. To my
It was Tuesday, the eighteenth of dismay the Flight Deck was virtuAugust, and my newest journey was ally empty and, since I had no roommate, I was alone. Finally someone
just beginning.
I registered at Leo Goodwin who was looking to meet a new
Hall, moved ali my things upstairs, · friendly face roamed in, we ate dinand said good-bye to my parents. I ner, conversed and watched US Marhoped that I would not have to spend shals together. I was content with the
much of my time in the dorm room night's activities and went to bed that
without a roommate and staring at evening with confidence in a wonthe blue and almond speckled pink derful tomorrow.
Wednesday morning the schedwalls. As I rustled through my bag
of goodies (a.k.a. lots of paperwork) ule summoned, and I made my way
from the registration process, I dissee A WHOLE on page 6
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By Andrea Staller
Contributing Writer

During the workshop, "Campus
Life with No Limits," each team designed their "ideal" university. This
The Student Government Asso- workshop showed the students that
ciation (SGA) for Nova Southeast- NSU is their University, and it can
em University (NSU) spent its yearly become anything the students want
retreat at 'Tween Waters Inn in it to be. There is no better time than
Captiva, Florida. 18 student leaders the present to set traditions and legaand 6 facilitators attended the retreat cies. According to Brad Williams,
designed to promote leadership there isn't anything the NSU SGA
among members of the organization could not do to develop the univerwho will, in tum, bring the skills and · sity campus life the students desire.
knowledge back to Nova, and incor- The students came up with ideas for,
porate them with their roles as stu- a wellness-type university including
dent leaders.
mineral springs and circular build- All of the workshops were given ings with purified ventilation sysby Brad Williams, Director of Stu- terns. In addition, massages and fadent Life, and facilitated by cials would be available to promote
Stephanie Castonguay, Operations attention to well-being. Other uni- .
Manager for Student Life; Frank versities consisted of life by the
Majnerich II, Assistant Director for ocean, where professors lived on
Student Life, Student Union; Eliza- campus and participated in campus
beth Frazier, NSU SGA Faculty Ad- life and entertainment. Also, golf
visor; Sandy Frazier, Facilitator; and carts, purchased by those who chose
Andrea Staller, Program Assistant to use them, were the only form of
for Leadership Development Stu- transportation on campus. Each unidents separated into groups to per- versity had main themes in common
form certain tasks. The interactive such as a focus on responsibility, diworkshops were designed to pro- versity, unity, and academic excelmote the necessary components for lence.
effective leadership: teamwork,
The closing workshop brought
communication, integrity, trust, cha- all the components of leadership
risma, vision, empowerment, articu- learned throughout the weekend into
lation, and passion. Patience was, by one theme. Teams of students and
far, determined to be the one com- facilitators had a blast incorporating
I ponent most difficult to master and various props into skits performed
I maintain. The workshops were not for the entire group. Through teamI only informative, but fun!
work, passion, patience, trust, emOne workshop required the stu- powerment, integrity, and commit·I dents to use Playdough to illustrate ment, each team successfully repreI terms associated with leadership. sented all necessary components of
The students claimed the easiest leadership.
words to illustrate were finances,
As a reward to the students for
meetings, and entertainment; all their hard work and participation,
whereas, some of the
we spent an aftermost difficult words
noon on a boat tour
of Captiva and the
to illustrate were trust,
integrity, and commitsurrounding Islands.
ment. The students found
.We even visited the Bar
this exercise fun, frustrat& Grill on Cabbage Key
ing, interesting, intriguing,
where Jimmy Buffet reinformative, artistic, imagiportedly wrote "Cheeseburnati ve, challenging, and
ger in Paradise."
4
thought provoking.

,
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Faster Refunds, Anyone?
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By Bursa_r O~fice Dept~
Contributing Writer

t

llo

addre_ss W?en you sign up, you'll get
· · a notice simultaneously when your
' I t • refund is transmitted to your bank.
·Why not have direct dep~1'£1r j No ne~d _to call or wonder if your
refunds from your student aced~ moIJ.ey s m the bank.
·Sign up 3 convenient ways: use
With direct deposit,
NSU transmits -refunds money the form on your monthly bill or the
electronically to students' banks one mailed with the refund checks,
where it's deposited into their check- or get a form at the Bursar's wining accounts quickly and easily.
dow. No need to sign up every
If you still get checks-NSU year-you'll have the benefits until
mailed 20,000+ last year--consider you graduate.
There's a fun reason to sign up,
direct deposit's benefits. It eliminates postal delays, trips to the bank, too. NSU has periodic prize drawstanding in line, and waiting for re- ings for the direct depositors. The
fund checks to clear. ·
next is November 1, 1998. The $100
For 1998-99 direct deposit is prize isn't as big as the Florida Loteven better. If you supply an e-mail tery, but the odds are better.

Flight Time
frompage2

paid trip to the ACUI Nationals.
Look for other Intramural events to
come during the fall and winter, including darts and quiz bowl.
· In its second year, The Flight
Deck Movie Theater opened its
doors on September 1, with L.A.
Confidential, starring ·Academy
Award-winner Kim Basinger,
Russell Crowe, and Kevin Spacey.
The Flight Deck Movie Theater General Manager, Jason M. Gavril, has
a "horror extravaganza" scheduled
for the month of October. Some
creepy thrillers include Demon

Knight and The Frighteners, starring
Michael J. Fox. Look for a special
Halloween showing of the original
Amityville Horror. ·
As always, The Flight Deck will
continue their Friday night traditions
of TGIF. While the name stays the
same, the activities have expanded.
Friday evenings now include
karaoke, comedians, various musical acts, and "Open Mic" nights.
Come see the new, improved
look and activities The Flight Deck
has to offer you!

SGA Kicks Off
jiompage 2

laws, the budget, funding for clubs,
what should be done to clubs in "bad
standing" and the Constitution. No
decisions were made because the ·
budget and By-laws were not completed.
I would like to remind all students that as stated in the constitution "Senate meetings are open to the
University community unless otherwise stated in advance." Tlfe meeting of the Senate is held every Sunday at 2:30pm in the Flight Deck,
and students should make an effort
to attend at least one of the meetings.
Copies of the Constitution of the ·
Nova Southeastern Undergraduate
Student Government Association
--------------

TUTORING
SCIENCE AND MATH
Including
Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
Organic, Calculus, Cell; and
Biochem.
LEAVE NOTHING

TO CHANCE

CoMentor
(305) 448-1995.

(NSUSGA) are available at the Student Government or Student Life
Offices in the Rosenthal Building. I
should hope that all students will try
and get a copy of the constitution.
The present Senators are Chris
Blackwell, Inter Organization Council (IOC) Senator; Arik Chellew and
Chris Hannon, Senators for Athletics; Brad Fatout, Commuter Senator;
Danny Flynn, Residential Senator;
Vanessa Leret, Sorority Senator; Jessica Rivera, International Senator;
Jared Tacher and Erik Torres, Minority Senators; Allyn-George Thomas,
Inter-fraternity Council Senator;
Amy Turner, Toni Vigliotti, James
Baker, f>ebbie Baker and Cristina
Groschel, Organizing Standing
Board (OSB). All Senators can be
contacted through the Student Government Office.
The meeting of the Senate ran
smoothly and orderly with senators
raising their hands to address issues
of concern. It was adjourned at
3:5-Spm and senators took the time
to mingle with each other before
going their separate ways.
Two positions for Commuter
Senators and one for an International
Senator are open. Applications are
available at the student government
and student life offices.

Whether you prefer Expressionism or Renaissance Art,
one thing that's not abstract is every stu~ent's concern for financing
their education. With CollegeCard, your future is a work of art.
CollegeCard is a revolving low interest loan with credit card convenience
for educational purposes only. Plus, with each transaction you can earn
points towards travel awards. To apply by phone call 800-36i2369.

/

I

SOUTHWEST STUDENT SERVICES CORPORATION®
A nonprofit corporation

promoting access
to education

1201 S. A)ma School Road, l 1th Floor
Mesa, Arizana 85210-2014
http://www.sssc.com
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downstairs to head for the beach. The friends quickly. Although we are drove around for a while and our
group en route to the beach was small very different from orte another, we leaders, Angel (driving, "AAHHH")
andmostlymadeupofnon-freshmen have many similar interests; we de- and Lani, showed us some interestbecause of the Summer Experience cided to go on the trolley ride to- ing shops, theaters, etc. We ended up
Program in progress. The bunch of gether. Well, the trolley ride was going to Walmart; we needed the
us was made of a few freshmen, pretty boring: Carl, the trolley driver, . necessities: desk lamps, alarm
some returning students, and mem- was used to an "elderly" audience clocks, comforters, shampoo. The
hers from Residential and Student and was not quite prepared to show everyday stuff ( everyone forgot
Life. Everyone ·enjoyed the beach: a group of college kids around town, · something or another). After the
volleyball, swimming, a barbecue, but Judy and I had a great time dis- shopping extravaganza everyone
and a -short shopping spree. Dinner cussing anything and everything. split up; I headed for the "butterfly
was provided that ~vening in the · She was the first real friend I met at · thing." The Score Program, headed
. by Madeline Pena, set up a volunlobby of Leo Goodwin Half Stu- Nova.
dents whisked in and out of the
Shopping, did someone say teer mission at Tree Tops Park: we ·
lobby; grabbing food and_heading shopping? All I had to do to get a were commissioned to clear shrub~
. back to their rooms. No one was re- free ride to go shopping was meet bery from a portion of the park and
ally sticking around except one girl downstairs in the LGH _lobby at plant young plants (which were choto whom I finally introduced myself. 10:00 Thursday morning. The par- . sen specifically to attract butterflies).
Judy,· it turns out, and I became ticipation levelwas much greater this We all got a little dirty, but we had
time around~ and we headed off. We fun and helped the environment at

the same time. Later, we·had dinner
and floor meetings that night. The
meeting was long, but informative,
and I met a few new people. A group
headed over to the Flight Deck for
the movie: "Midnight in the Garden
of Good and Evil." Thursday night
was fun; the only problem was that
we had to get up at 8:00am Friday
morning for Orientation.
. The. newest students at NSU,
freshmen and transfers, rolled out of
bed Friday morning and headed to
Check-In and Breakfast for the first
day of "Welcome Aboard Orientation '98:" We sat in the big tent
(Thank God it was air conditioned)
and listened to important people
see NEW on page 12
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By Yiselk Enriquez
Contributing Writer

Wanna bum it? ·If you were at
NSUSGA's · first annual "Got
Wood?", you did just that. The night
. was a blazing good time. The event

held on Saturday, August 22, behind
Leo Goodwin Residence Hall, was
a combination of a bonfire, live
Reggae·concert, and a classic drivein movie. The event, open to all NSU
students, faculty and staff, started at
8pm. The Flight Deck provided

A new Nova student, Stephanie Siravo, attempts the limbo contest

tropical food and drink favorites
while the band jammed to the
rhythms of the islands. The god of
. all the islands could not help but
show his presence at such a prestigious event. .. Mr. Tiki god himself.
was available for pictures. What
·more could you ask
Walking
for?
· around with a frozen drink under a
blazing sky while
listening to the relaxing sounds of the
. tropics, but wait,

what would a Reggae party be without a limbo contest? Sure enough
the limbo contest proved what we all
knew right along, NSU students
could really get down and dirty. The
contest winner, Jason Koury, received a free trip to the Bahamas provided by Student Life.
NSUSGA would really like to
thank all members of the Flight
Deck, WNSU, Residential Life staff
and all participants of the 1st annual
"Got Wood?" Listen up for more
SGA events ... the best is yet to come .

. Got Woods student organizers pose for one of the many pictures taken at Got Wood
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All Students Away From Home :From tfze_ f})es{ _o f tfze_ 'Editor in Cliief
By Keisha McCarthy
Student Government Editor

.

By Angel E. Sanchez
Editor in Chief

A famous writer once said, that "Home is a place you live your life
trying to leave and when you do you spend the rest of your life trying to
go back." Home to me is just this. Being the baby in the family, I watched
my brother and sisters leave home one by one. I watched my mother send
her cakes and spices to them. I watched my father send his kisses, money,
and love. I waited patiently for my tum, and now I want to return to the
other side of the picture where I am watching them send all the "goodies"
instead of being here receiving them.
You see I came to realize that home is more than a nice big house with
ample space for all my belongings. It is the warmth of coming home to
people you know and love, who understand your desires. It is knowing
· that the people you love and who love you are just around the comer, not
miles across the deep blue sea. It's not the familiarity of home I miss. It is
the warm embraces that I no longer receive, the licking of my feet by my
dog, and the echoing of my name to know that I am needed.
Memories like those are unforgettable, and as I think back, I can see
my Dad and his friends on the verandah enjoying a good game of dominos and drinking "Red Stripe"
·beer. Occasionally he
would stop to pull kitty's tail
who would be curied in
a ball under the coffee table. Kitty
would then stretch a
would swiftly remove
hand to give him her claws while Dad
his. Laughing ecstatically he would then
say, "You see how the
cat is bad."
send Mom to the veThe uproar would
randah to hush him for
fear that the neighbors
would complain. She
would then return to
aroma of scallion,
the kitchen where the
tp.yme and fried onions filled the air.
The smells of the
kitchen always
drove my taste buds
crazy. First, the
strong scent from the
coconut milk as the
rice and peas steamed
away: A pot boiled
with yam and green bananas,
popped rhythmically. I would watch my Mom
open the oven to
as she melted the
take out the baked potatoes and
butter, my mouth would water.
The tomatoes, lettuce, carrots, and sweet peppers would provide the rainbow effect in the
kitchen while the mahogany cake would be placed in the center of the
counter to cool. Mom would then hint to me to take the Jell-0 and chocolate ice cream out of the refrigerator while she blended the fruits to finish
th_e punch. I can still see her standing by the bunch of ripe bananas hanging from the ceiling, telling me to hurry. ·
Grandma, on the other hand, could be found in the lounge chair on the
patio, humming quietly and listening to her favorite service, Back To The
. Bible. She never missed that service, not that I can remember. When I
went on the patio to ascertain if she was ready for her tea and biscuits, if
Back To The Bible was on her answer was always negative. Instead she
would invite me to sit with her and listen, which I often did: The quiet
time we shared was so fulfilling. I took it as a habit to go sit and listen to
service with her, and many times, I would get the biscuits and tea ready
before Back To The Bible started. We would eat and drink tea together
and occasionally she would lift her head from her cup to smile at me
see TRADITION on page 10

This summer, someone anonymously sent our faculty advisor a copy of
an article from The Chronicle of Higher Education entitled "When Student
Newspapers Offend, Advisors May Pay With Their Jobs."
It is a tremendous disappointment that someone at this educational institution would attempt to intimidate The Press by sending such a foolish
note to its staff members (our faculty advisor).
Just like any newspaper, we should be guaranteed the freedoms of press
and speech by the 1st Amendment of the United States Constitution. This
amendment was set forth by our founding fathers to protect us from tyranny and allow each individual to express his/her voice without oppression.
We at The Knight Newspaper abide by the rules established by the Associate Press. Moreover, it is the duty of The Knight Newspaper to express
the needs and concerns of students and to bring forth any information that
will affect the students' lives as members of the Nova Southeastern University Community.
Furthermore, we respect and admire the hard work and dedication that
our advisor has invested in the paper, and while we listen to her advice
because she has proven herself to have a strong ethical and professional
background, what is published is not the sole decision of the advisor; thus
it is cowardice to harass and warn our advisor possible reciprocation for
articles that may displease the administration of this university.
The world of the press, like anything else in life, is not perfect and does
not always make everyone happy; however, it is a means to provide a balance to justice and prevent oppression by testimonies set forth by adminis·
trative departments~nd ~gencies.
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-to. NCAA

New Basketball
Team on Campus
By Salina Vavia
Sports Editor

ji"om the cover

An important aspect to this transition is an estimated $13 million and
$18 million complex. This state-ofthe-art facility will be completed in
. just five years. The 172,000 squarefoot field house will include a gymnasium, a SO-meter Olympic size
pool, exercise facil ities, classrooms,
offices, and locker rooms. Currently, _
Knight athletes have to use other institutions' facilities, so this new complex will no doubt be a Knight's
dream come true.
Nova Southeastern University is
taking a step forward into their ath1eti c and academic future . The
Knights philosophy parallels what
the NCAA states in their constitution. Article 1 states, " To initiate,
stimulate and improve intercollegiate athletic programs for studentathlete and to promote and develop
educational leadership, physical fitness, athletic excellence." Some rea-

sons for the Knights joining the
NCAA Division II:
* The change in Division will
increase interest for students and
parents. Our new competition will
include- Barry, Lynn, University of
Tampa, St. .Leo, Florida Southern,
Rollins, Florida Institute, and Eckert.
* Joining the NCAA would give
the Nova the opportunity to be identified with over 1200 other participating universities.
* Assurance of stronger commitment to Title IX for both men and
women.
*Thus,
continuing
the
University's philosophy to successfully recruit and involve all students
at the highest level of competition
both academically and athletically.
By moving into NCAA Division
II, Nova Southeastern University is
securing their commitment to excellence not only to their athletes, but

also to all of their students.
Nova Southeastern University's
women's sports are basketball, volleyball, softball, tennis, soccer, and crosscountry. The men's sports are basketball, baseball, soccer, cross-:country,
and golf. For all eleven Nova Southeastern athletic teams, this provisional
membership will increase their level
of competition; however; the Knights
have been solid competitors throughout their past seasons. They will have
to step up to the new and perhaps more
difficult schedules, but the Knights are
prepared and more than ready for the
challenges ahead.
',/>,. i

J -~

...""'

Nova Southeastern
has its first
Women's
basketball team!
Expect more
coverage on their
first season and on
the other Knight
teams that started
their season last
week. We will give
you scores,
highlights, and
features. Look
forward to the next
issue.
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Sigma Alpha lnu r,ate,nily
Cha,te,ed at nsu
By Richard Bartho
Contributing Writer
Last year as the semester was
coming to an end, most students at
NSU and across the nation were
studying for finals and finishing up
those final papers for classes. Sigma
Alpha Mu Colony at NSU was concerned about our grades as well, but
we had an event ju~t as important to
prepare for and attend- our chartering ceremony.
Let me first explain how this
event came about. At the beginning
of the Fall '97 semester, the National
Office for our Fraternity stated that
they wanted the colony of Sigma
Alpha Mu at NSU to become the
newest Chapter. However, we had
to achieve many lofty goals. No
chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu has ever
been ch artered with less than
twenty-one members. At the time,
we had approximately nine active

members, and we looked at the Fall
Rush as our chance to make an impact
By Beta Theta Pi Brothers
and become an official Chapter. We
Contributing Writers
initiated ten new brothers that semester and went on to achieve the target
On August 6th through 9th the brothers of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
number.
held their 159thAnnual Convention in Miami, Florida. Many of the brothAll year long, every meeting of . ers of the Nova Southeastern University Zeta Mu chapter had the unique
Sammy (our nickname) centered on opportunity to attend this lifetime memorable event at the near location.
our chartering and what had to be done
On these days, hundreds of brothers of Beta Theta Pi united at the
before that would happen. Often, we Miami Convention Center to celebrate their life in Beta. Chapters from
did not get to have some of the great all over the United States and Canada sent their delegates and represenevents that Sammies are internation- tatives to participate in one of best representations of the joys of brotherally know for. Yet, when the Greek hood. Brothers from all chapters had the opportunity to meet the men
Awards were handed out in the winter who have made Beta what it is. These alumni who have kept Beta Theta
semester, Sigma Alpha Mu won the Pi strong were present to remind all the brothers of what it means to be a
Campus Involvement Award for spon- Beta and to renew their commitment to the great principles of Beta Theta
soring such events at Nova Howl, Pi: "dedication to the cultivation of the intellect, unsullied friendship
Unity Week, and other philanthropy and unfaltering fidelity." Those attending the events also had the opporevents as well. In addition to our in- . tunity to learn more about the history of Beta and about those throughvolvement at NSU, for the first time out history who have given their time and unending efforts to make Beta
in approximately eight semesters, Theta Pi what is.
·
Sigma Alpha Mu had the highest GPA
Unfortunately, due mostly to space constraints, attendance to many
among Greek organizations on cam- meetings and decision-making processes was reserved for the delegates
pus with a 3.14 cumulative GPA. We of the individual chapters. These representatives were left with the resee SIGMA on Daf!e 14
·
sponsibility of passing on to all other members the knowledge and inspiration received in these meetings.
·
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Zeta Mu Chapter President, Norb Pratts, tells his experience as delegate at convention:
This year at Convention I was chosen as a delegate to represent our
chapter. Something I believe is very unique is that our fraternity is run
from the bottom-up. By this I mean that unlike other organizations and
fraternities where the rules are set by the administration, in Beta the
representatives of the chapters vote on the decisions that are made. An
example of this is an issue that most likely comes up in every fraternity.
This is the decision of being a "dry" (no alcohol) fraternity. In most
see BETA on page I 2
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Brothers of Beta at a convention over the past summer
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Professional Telemarketer needed
to sell high end technichal training
and minor appointment setting for
,leading technology company in
Browrd County.
If you , ve ever .wanted to be a part
f h
h ·
dh
· d
0 t e tee mca1 m ustry an
ave
excellent communication skills
.
'
you owe It to yourself to call us.
·Serious candidates need only to
reply to Robert at
DATA SOLUTIONS
(954) 735-7000 ext 109.

Are you mterested m the
buisness world
and advertising?
.

The Knight Newspaper
is looking for a
.
.
responsible,
hardworkmg
.
. .
Busmess Manger Assistant.
Call
262-8455 or 262-8115
1

1

ARE YOU UNEMPLOYED?

I keep searching
for the right thing
to feel at home, but
I never find it.
range my room the way it was back
home, I will feel at home. Otber
times I feel that ifl cook with Mom's
spices or play reggae music, I will
feel better. I keep searching for the
right thing to feel at home, but I never
find it. Then the melancholy feeling
sets in and the question of never finding home again haunts me.

MCAT

Telemarketers wanted

WANTED

fi'ompage 7

across the patio table. Latter on
this tradition would change my life;
The hammock hanging in the
shade of?ig shaded mango tree was
my favoi:ite spot. T~ere I would look
on the people. passmg through
the
.
.
valley chattenng and laughmg, while
the palm trees swayed gently from
.c.t t · ht
d th
1e1, o ng , an
e angry waves
thundered against the rocks.
T~mehomeismoret~anaplace,
a feehng, and people. It 1s all these
things put together. It is where I am
most comfo;1table, where I l_ay my
hat. Sometimes I feel that 1f I ar-

I

I

INTERESTED IN THE RADIO
BUSINESS WORLD?
We may have exactly what you've ,
been looking for...
We are seeking a responsibie,
hardworking and charming individual with business skills for the
position of:

. .

Taught by Physicians
from scratch.
.
"Leave
nothi·
ng
to
.
·
chance"
C M t
0
en or
(305) 448-1995.
.

.

Science and Math
tutoring available.

,~===========~ :=================::::!
Chocolate Moose Coffeehouse
9118 State Rd. 84
Pine Island Ridge Plaza ·
(between Pine Island and Nob Hill Rd.)

Kick back on one of the sofas &
enjoy a tall Frozen Mocha. Play Chess
or Backgammon and enjoy a Yummy
Sandwich, Chesecake, Brownie, & Ice
Cream, or other Decadent Dessert ot
Drink. Study near our fireplace or
Enjoy our Live Entertainment

WNSU BUSINESS MAUGERI
(must be an NSU student)
call WNSU
262-8457

INTENSIVE REVIEW
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BAHAMAS/ DISNEY

NEED TIME FOR FINAlS???

YOUGOITIII
IT DOESN'T GET ANY EASIER.
OUR REPS MAKE BETWEEN

$500·$1000/WK
WORKING 12-5 OR 6-10.
IF YOU KNOW YOU ARE A
TALENTED .SALES PERSON,

PLEASE CALLI!!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL:;TRAIN.
WEARE LOCATED AT
4801 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DR.

(954) 434-4387
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Start the Year off Right Volunteer!
By Fran Baldasare
Student Assistant at the
Campus Volunteerism Office
What better way to start off the
year than volunteer? The Campus
Volunteerism Office can help set you
off on the right track with several
service opportunities.
The Campus Volunteerism Office serves undergraduate students
by maintaining a resource file of local and national community service
agencies that can always use a volunteer like you. The
Volunteerism Office will
help you find a community service project that is
right for you. The Office
sponsors numerous campus-wide
community service projects such as
Kamival 4 Kids. Some of our past
service projects include a kickball
game with the Boys and Girls Club,
painting a family center and working with the homeless. Our first activity for the year is a Service Saturday event.
Service Saturday is a
program sponsored by our office and

SCORE (Service for the Community
... Opportunity, Responsibility and
Excellence for Students) to encourage volunteerism in our community.
The objective is to involve NSU stu:.
dents, faculty and staff in making our
community a better place.
Our first Service Saturday is on
September 12 from 10 am - 1:00 pm.
We will be visiting the · Lippman
Family Center located in Oakland
Park. The Lippman Family Center
works with at risk adolescents between the ages of 12-15. Together
with these adolescents,
we will paint and brighten
up the Center. Please
meet at the Rosenthal Student Center at 9:30 am.
Transportation will be provided.
Some of the other projects include Special Olympics on October
3 and a Kids Voting program on
November 3. At the Kids Voting program we will set up voting booths at .
local elementary schools and explain
the importance of voting to· the students.
see VOLUNTEER on next page
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Shopping Center
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The fountains
Snoppmg Center ·

8303 S. Dixie Highway
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801 S. University Drive
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Colonial Plaza
2714 E .Colonial Drive
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Passes are go~~ for
three movies plus
one Museum admission!

MUSEUM

Adults $21 • Students/Seniors $18
Children $15
Museum Members receive additional $3 discount.
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· BLOCKBUSTER IMAX TIIEATER .

401 S.W. Second Street in Downtown Fort Lauderdale

954/463-IMAX
LEADERSHIP

www.mods.org
GUILD
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to make friends, have a good time, are interested in attending any of other students know that if they are
and improve the community all at the these activities please feel free to interested in volunteering, they can
same time. Also, the volunteering contact me at 262-7291 or e-mail me stop by the Volunteer Office on the
you do with our office can be put on at baldasaf@p9laris.nova.edu.
2nd floor of the Rosenthal Student
Please tell your friends about Center. The more people we have
your co-curricular transcripts. We are
in the process of setting up
involved in service, the .
some additional activities We are in the process of setting up some additional better we will be able to
6
for this semester and we activities for this semester and we need your input. impact our community! -1 from page
need your input. If you have
k th h d d ff h
1· ·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 . spea , en ea e o tot .emu ti-- -- tude of workshops set up for us.
What can anyone expect? The
workshops were not the most fun
thing we could have been doing, but
I'm sure everyone learned a little
something. The festivities began
that
night at 8:00pm at the Flight
ji'ompage 9
Deck; the "Knight Club" was in full
cases, chapters wouldn't have any- sense of brotherhood made so easy many years. The most impressive of gear. There were pool, darts and tenthing to say. Administration would to talk to everyone there. Just to all was a brother who has been a Beta nis tournaments and Sony
· ni:ake that decision for them and the know all of them believed the same for 80 years.
PlayStation was projected on the
chapters would just have to abide by principles and held the same stanOther events· of the night in- 5ft. by 5ft. movie screen with Surthe rules set for them. In Beta, these dards of excellence that beta insists cluded the singing by the sophomore round Sound. Virgin frozen drinks
issues are brought before all chap- that we had, made so easy to talk to fellows and the presen.t ation of were served and any worries about
ters present at convention and all anyone there.
awards of chapter excellence. The the upcoming week of school were
But you really can't describe the candor and enthusiasm of the sing- danced away.
these chapters vote on whether they
should make a decision like this or feeling with words. When it was ing brought tears to many eyes in the
On Saturday there was a pool
whether it should even be discussed. done I was a million times more en- room as all felt the strength of Beta's party, more workshops, and finally
So, as a delegate, I sat in a com- thusiastic about coming back to bonds of brotherhood.
the big finale: Nova Southeastern
mittee to review other chapters. I school, getting everyone together,
Convention has proven to be one University Student Government
learned a lot about how meetings getting the chapter back together and of the greatest experiences of Beta Association's First Annual "Got
should be run and the proper proce- having a great time together. I just Theta Pi. We recommend that all Wood?" The party was great; there
dures for running them. I learned couldn't wait.
Greeks, no matter what their affilia- was a Bon Fire, a live Reggae band,
Save the bestfor last
much about the business aspect of
tion, make the effort to attend their and a drive in movie. The food was
The best part of the Beta Theta own group's convention at least once free and there were frozen beverthe whole fraternity that is not as
obvious in each individual chapter, Pi Annual Convention was saved for during their undergraduate life and ages for everyone. And how could
the things that go on behind · the the end. This was when all the visi-. as many times as possible after. It is I forget Polaroids with the huge Tiki
scenes. I also had the opportunity to tors and spectators of the area stood truly an experience that will be cher- god? The night was a blast.
attend other meetings and see how in awe as hundreds of betas of ages ished for a lifetime. For the brothers
On Sunday there was a Volleysome of the other fraternity officers ranging from late teens to late nine- of Beta Theta Pi, the experience of
ball Tournawork. It was amazing to see how ties stood in line, held each other's convention was a remarkable one as
ment planned
each chapter ·represents the whole shoulder, and marched in unison to they prepare for the new term with
and I was exfraternity in its composition. It was the sound of hundreds of their voices great expectancy and hope to make
cited to atamazing to see how well run the fra- singing their beloved song, March- this year an even better one than the
tend. My
ing Along. They marched together last.
ternity is.
skills ·in
The whole experience is some- into the large dinthe game
thing that I can't really describe with ing room where
are mm1words. You have to actually be there they .were greeted
mal, but I
and participate to actually get the full by a great banquet.
enjoy playMany of the
effect, to understand what the coning. We had a decent team, but the
vention is all about. The best way I members ,· also
graduate residents beat us in the first
could try to describe it would be the brought their "Beta
round. After spending the remainfeeling of brotherhood. I personally Sweethearts,"
der of the day at the pool and going
believe I have always felt that I un- some of whom
for a run, there was another floor
derstood what brotherhood is. This · have faithfully acmeeting. The meeting was quick
is one of the things that made me join companied their
and painless. I went back to the
in the first place. I felt that Beta had husbands to over
room and laid down pondering the
a real sense of-brotherhood. What I thirty conventions.
possibilities of the coming week. I
mean is I feel like every single mem- Those present were
was nervous and eager for the week
ber of our chapter is my real brother. introduced to many
to start; i' fell asleep hoping for the
Convention totally reinforced that of the brothers who
upcoming adventures to be 'ls won"!'i>~··: I · ·
1
feeling. When I was there I really felt have been Betas for l ~ ·cc-:
derful as my previous ones.
Just "chillin" with the brothers
like I had thousands ofbrothers. The

I
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. Sigma Alpha Mu 1998 Leaderhship § ll. gmrn<e11
Conference and Convention

By Richard Bartho
Contributing Writer

All1p>]h1 <e11

Convention was "Change: Our Foot- . through so many meetings while we
bridge to the Future," and our Na- could be outside having fun. But our
tional Office was looking into the fun came when we attended a St.
As I packed my things to go concept of Alcohol-Free housing. Louis Cardinals game one night and
home on August 15, 1998, I remem- · We listened to many speakers regard- waited to see the next holl!e run by
bered what happened the previous ing the topic, and we as brothers gave Mark McGuire. The group ofbrothfive days. As a delegate for the new- our input into the problem and its e.rs attending was just as entertainest chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu, I solution. I am glad to say as an un- ing as the game. Sammy brothers
frompage8
represented the Epsilon Beta Chap- dergraduate brother, our National attempted to start a wave through~
ter at NSU. I hope.I made an impact Officers listened to what we were out the game, and several times it
were very proud of all these
on my fellow undergraduate broth- saying. As a result of a decision made it around the stadium. Every- achievements, but they were only
ers and hope I can convey all these made at this Convention, any chap- one had a great time and just getting stepping-stones to our greater goal
.
great ideas and information to my ter of ~igma Alpha Mu Fraternity a chance to spend time with the of chartering.
chapter when I get back.
that is in violation with the National brothers was great.
On Sunday, April 26, 1998, nineAs the Convention came to a teen active brothers and two alumni
After driving into St. Louis from Risk Management Policy must benearby Branson, Missouri, I was ex- come an Alcohol-Free House as of close, we finished all of the business became the founding fathers ofEptremely tired but knew I was ap- August 17, 1998. This policy basi- and we were preparing to say our silon Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha
proximately five minutes late for the cally states that the responsibility is "Good and Welfare," which repre- Mu Fraternity. While the rest of the
first session of our Conference. Oh with the chapter. If a chapter breaks sents a time to speak our minds. campus was making sure to cram in
no, I didn't want to make a bad im- the rules, they will be forced to suf- Many brothers stepped up to the mi- those fast few hours of study for
pression, so I held my head high and fer the penalties.
crophone and spoke their minds, and those finals on Monday, the broth- .
walked in t8orthe first meeting where
In addition, we also discussed the applause that followed was nice ers of Sammy were celebrating an
the welcomes were taking place. other vital issues of Greek Life as it to see. When you see a brother al- event that was destined to happen
After learning what the following pertains to Sigma Alpha Mu. We most break down into tears because three years ago.
Now, as the newest chapter of
days held for all of us, we started on discussed Hazing, Social Events, of his feelings towards all the broththe most important issue regarding Scholarship, Leadership roles, and ers in the room, you can't help but Sigma Alpha Mu, we look forward
Greek organizations at this time.
many other interesting topics during feeling like apart of something spe- to another great year with more
Several International Fraternities the day. At night, the brothers spent cial. rcan't wait till next year when events, better grades, and more great
have made the decision-to mandate time together learning about each we will be attending in Los Angeles brothers. We hope that summer
that all chapters houses be alcohol- other's chapter and getting to know and our charter will be ratified. I went well for everyone, and we welfree by the tum of the century. Since each other as a person. With the fa- can't wait to see some of those same come all the new incoming students
Sigma Alpha Mu is often at the fore- mous Archway to the West just brothers. I can't wait to do it all over to NSU. We would also like to thank
front on change, the motto for our across the street, it was hard to sit again.
· the Interfraternity Council, the
Greek Affairs Office, the Office of
Student Life and .the Nova Southeastern Undergraduate Student Govemment AssociationJor all their assistance and prayers as we made our
climb becoming Epsilon Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha Mu. If you are
interested in Sigma Alpha Mu or
Greek Life, seek out any one of the
LongHom Steakhouse pioneered the Texas Roadhouse
brothers and ask them what joining
concept over 15 years ago and is opening a NEW LOCATION
a Fraternity has meant to them and
how great it is to be a part of somein Pembroke Pines
thing
FOREVER!
Our Specialities are Food & Fun!

M[1L1r

-:========================:-r============i1

Now hiring for all positions: -

-..: Hosts/Hostesses .
""'... Food Servers
-..: Bussers
""'... Dishwashers
- ....-.,: Prep Cooks & Cooks
-..:Meat Cutters

=-.f' Bartenders

High wages • Meal Benefits • Flexible Hours
Advancement • Casual Attire
I 1900 Pines Blvd.
Pembroke Pines
Apply in person Mon ..- Sat. 9 a.m - 6 p.m
Equal Opportunity Em!)loyer Drug Free Atmosphere
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Store nearest campus: In Davie at the Tower Shops, University Dr. & 1-595 or call 1-800-21J-MAXX.
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.The Career Resource Center has the following Co-ops
and Internships Available:

......

Company Name

Job Title

Part-Time/Full-Time

DigiTech
DigiTech
DigiTech
Merrill Lynch

Accounting
Information Technology
Sales and Marketing
Marketing and Financial
Specialist
New Media Assistant
Industrial Engineering
Intern
Project Management Intern

Part-Time
Part-Titne
Part-Time
Full-Time

World Wide Wave
Expert Software .

I

I
.

I
!II

..,.
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Dade Employment and
Economic Development
Town of Davie
N ationsBank
Josephthal
City of Ft. Lauderdale
lnflight Entertainment, Inc.
·Southland Advertising South ·
PhoneCard Express, Inc.
Florida Philharmonic
Orchestra
Dean Witter
Family Central, Inc.
Brookshire Securities Corp.
World Trade Showcase
New Y orkLife
Moore, Gastein, Moore
S. Florida Super Bowl XXXIII
Host Committee
Pro-Rep Inc.
United States Senate
P.B. & S.' Chemical Company, Inc.
560 WQAM SportsRadio
Abe Distributing Inc.
Frye Financial Center
Siemens Telecom Network

. College Intern
Personnel Intern
Marketing Assistant
Airport Engineer
Media Trainee
Interns
Interns
Marketing Assistant

Full-Time
Part-Time/Full-Time
Part-Time

~

Part-Time/Full-Time
.Full-Time
Part-Time
Full-Time
Part-Time
Part-Time/Full-Time
Part-Time/Full-Time
Part-Time

Paid Internship
Psychometrician Intern
Stockbroker Trainee
Graphic/Tech Asst.
Sales/Financial Products
And Services Intern
College Intern
Interns

Part-Time
Part-Time
Full-Time
Part-Time/Full-Time
Part-Time

Intern/Clerk
Intern
Plant Manager Intern
Sports Marketing Intern
Information Technology ·
Broker/Financial Planner
Trainee
Employee Activities Asst.

Full-Time
Full-Time
Full-Time
Full-Time
Part-Time
Part-Time

Part-Time/Full-Time
Part-Time/Full-Time

Full-Time

'·
.

I

For more information contact the Career Resource Center at 262-7201 in the H'orvitz
Admisnistration Building.
-c-.·,,w.w
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"The Flight Deck Movie Theater's New Season"
"What's Playing At The Deck"
week a new movie plays in the theater.
As a special treat this October,
The Flight Deck Movie Theater is
The Flight Deck Movie Theater showing only horror films. For your
is starting off its season with a bang. viewing pleasure, The Flight Deck
This year, the movie theater is get- Movie Theater will be showing: The
ting movies on or before they are Frighteners, Demon Knight, Stephen
released on video. There will be spe- King's Creepshow, · and John
cial Sunday showings of Wild Carpenter's Prince Of Darkness. And
Things and City Of Angels; these on October 30, The Flight Deck is
movies will be shown before they are having a special midnight showing
available on video! The other mov"- ofAmityville Horror. We hope to see
ies playing in September are . all the students out for this special
Copland and The Game. For those horror extravaganza.
new to NSU, The Flight Deck Movie ·
As the general manager, I have
Theater is located in the Rosenthal tried to pick show times that are conStudent Center in The Flight Deck venient for students. Every Sunday
right next to the new stage. Each

By Jason M. Gavril,
The Flight Deck Movie
Theater General Manager
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Dave Matthew Ts .Tour
By Kyle B. Washburn
Enterteinment Editor
One stop on Dave Matthews' new tour was the Coral Sky Amphitheater
in West Palm Beach on August 26th. The concert opened with Herbie
Hancock and the Headhunters who provided some smooth jazz to warm the
crowd. I did not catch most of their act due to the traffic on the way to the
concert, but from what I heard, they sounded great, with a mild jazz sound
to soothe the audience. At approximately 8:30, Dave and his band came
out onto stage.
The crowd erupted as soon as they saw the Dave Matthews Band take
stage. The Dave Matthews Band opened wi.th Patella and then followed
with Rapanzel. This made the crowd stir into a frenzied dance. Dave then
thanked the crowd for coming to listen by singing Napunda Replunder.
Napunda Replunder is Japanese translating to, "Welcome to our house:" I
was moved by this gesture, and so were those who understood what the
song meant. _
Dave Matthews_was not the only performer I had come to see that day.
Most of his entourage of back-up musicians has made names for them-

---------------------------~1
· 1m T 1· me ~~~~~~w~.~~~~B~TI~l.~~~
see PLAYING on next page

FI
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pion, the other a vitriolic loner, as feisty, downtrodden single mother as
they try to come to terms with their she tries to combine responsibilities
relatioriship as well as to the wacky to her children with her developing
losers who are their relations. Alain affection for a security guard on a
Berliner's Ma Vie En Rose (already neighboring construction site. Westreleased in the U.S.) follows the for- ern (West of Paris, that is) is Manuel
tunes of a young boy, growing up in Poirer's paean to multicultural una bourgeois family, convinced that derstanding, this time between two
he's a girl. The film alternates rap- men, a Russian-Italian drifter and a
idly between the cruelty ofhis class- Spanish shoe salesman who find
mates and his parents' well-meaning, themselves hitchhiking through
but often wounding, attempts to France, trying to both stay alive and
come to terms with their son's sexu- fall in love.
One of the standouts of the fes- .
ality. Also from France, leftist ditival
was a film by Australian John
rector Robert Guediguian's Marius
& Jeannette shows the plight of a Duigan, maker of Flirting and The
Year'My Voice Broke. This time out
he's made an absorbing and disturbing film, Lawn Dogs, set in Kentucky, about a independent-minded
young girl and the unusual emotional
attachment she has for the local yard
man. Although no Lolita, this film
explores the uneasy relationship that
develops between a passionately
imaginative middle-class girl and
a decent but perplexed lower class
man with delicacy and humor.
Less delicate is Neil Jordan's
Butcher Boy (already released in the
see MOVIE on next page

some interesting artistic sounds from his violin. He bowed and plucked hi~
beautiful instrument with grace. Carter Beauford on drums and congas
gave the-group a rhythm to follow. His solos amazed the
crowd to stop dancing, so they
might stare at his genius. Steffan
Lessard on bass and Leroy
Moore added a blues touch to the
sound of the band. Leroy often
impressed the crowd with his
wizardry on the flute.
The crowd then grooved to
the rich music of Say Goodbye,
Stay, Crash into Me, and Fortyone. My friends and I could not
sit down during the entire show.
Dave and his companions kept
us dancing all night. He then followed with his new hit song Don't Drink the Water. The crowd erupted in
a roar that was deafening. People all around danced with even more intensity. After Don't Drink the Water Dave played Crash, Jimmy Thing, Lionel
Graves, and"'fripping Billies. A friend of mine, who has seen Dave Mathews
perform dozens of times, agreed with me that this version of Tripping Billies was one of the best he has heard. Another friend who has never seen
Dave's magic stared in awe all night. Finally Dave closed with a blues
version of Bob Dylan's All Along the Watchtower; (Jimmy -Hendrix later
made this song famous). I enjoyed Dave's rendition just as much as
Hendrix's.
As we were leaving the amphitheater, a state of euphoria hit us all. We
had just had the privilege oflistening and dancing to_Dave Matthews ' sweet
music for three hours. As I walked out, I felt as though this was the best
Dave Matthews concert I had seen, but then again, I say that every time
Dave performs. If you have a chance to see the Dave Matthews Band perform, I strongly suggest that you do so. Everybody leaves a Dave Matthews
~
concert with happy feet and a smile on their face.
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Movie Mania
ji'Om previous page

~

U.S.), which also tells the story of _ Courtney all explore the potential for Henry Fool -reminds you that films
a child, in this case a cheerfully ho- violence and hostility ever-present in · can tackle grand themes, while anmicidal boy in a small Irish town. our mating impulses.
choring the action in a believable
An added benefit of this film is the
One of the real finds of the festi- milieu.
chance to see Sinead O'Connor play val was Memory and Desire, a first
We saw twenty-five films during
the Virgin Mary.
directorial outing by New Zealander the two weeks of the festival. Our
Along with family relations, Niki Caro. This film, based on an picks? Rid~ your bike, hitchhike, or
male-female relations were promi- historical ev~nt that inspired local · take a taxi to Radiance, Lawn Dogs,
nent. In the Company of Men (al- writer Peter Well 's short story, fol- Memory and Desire, and Henry
ready released in the U.S.),-the lows the psychological descent of a Fool. Then drop us a line and tell us
Scandinavian black comedy Junk young Japanese woman who marries what you think.
Mail, American Vincent Gallo 's above her class and then loses her
Although a tiny country of three
Buffalo ·66, and Brit Nick husband to drowning while on their and a half million people, New
Broomfield's documentary, Kurt &
New Zealand honeymoon. Out- Zealand boasts a film industry that
standing acting and beautiful cin- has produced, among others, Once
ematography make this a compelling Were.Warriors, Heavenly Creatures,
An Angel at My Table, The Piano,
story of obsessional love.
One of our favorite directors is and, this year, M~mory and Desire.
Long Island's Hal Hartley, maker of, Like the Irish, the Kiwis live in a
among other films, Trust and The small, impossibly beautiful country,
Unbelievable Truth. After stumbling and use the medium of film to exa bit with Amateur and Simple Men, hibit their proud, distinctive and crehe has in Henry Fool created his most ative spirit. We were delighted to
ambitious, and best film to date. Al- have had the opportunity to experithough structurally unsound (the film ence a bit of that spirit during the
falls into two ill-connec.ted parts festival.
about two-thirds of the way through),
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Now Hiring
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Playing at the De~k
from previous page

at 2:00 p.m. there is a special "invitation only" viewing of the up-coming week's movie. After the special
Sunday engagement the movie will
run for general viewing the rest of
the week. The regular show times are
Tuesdays and Thursdays .at 9:00 p.m.
The theater offers state of the art
Dolby Digital Surround Sound(, a
new SonyVideo Projector, and fiftythree seats for an intimate viewing
of today's hottest movies as well as
your favorite Hollywood classics.
The movies at The Flight Deck
Movie Theater are always FREE, but
seating is limited. To ensure·that you
get a seat, stop by The Flight Deck
early on the day the movie is playing and get you ticket in advance.
Don't forget to ask about the special
Movie Lover's combo offered exclusively on movie nights. I hope to
see you all at the movies!
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desire to The Knight.
The Knight is readily available at several sites around the campus and the)ocal
community, including the East Campus
site, the Oceanographic Center in Dania,
and the Davie-Cooper City Chamber of
Commerce.
Address all distribution concerns to
Angel Sanchez, Editor in Chief, at (954)
262-8455.
The Knight Newspaper serves Nova
The Knight is now also available
Southeastern 's Farquhar Center for Under- online.
graduate Studies from its office on the third
The deadline for submissions for this
floor of the Parker Building at NSU's main year'sSecond issue is 9 September 1998.
campus.
The advertising deadline is 16 September
The Knight is NSU's established ve- 1998.. E-mail the Advisor at Internet adhicle for the transmission of student report- dress "geertzc@polaris.acast.nova.edu" to
ing, opinion, and arts. All community mem- find out how you can become involved
bers are invited fo contribute anything-they with the SCO.

Disclaimer:
Editorials, commentaries, and advertisements expressed in this publication do
not represent the views of the University
or its officials, The Knight staff or other
advertisers. Editorials, commentaries, and
advertisements reflect only the opinion of
authors. The Knight will not publish unsigned letters except in special circumstances, at the editors' discretion. The
Knight i:eserves the right to edit letters for
clarity, brevity, and accuracy.
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Give your kids the gift guaranteed to grow. For as little
as $25, U.S. Savings Bonds is the gift that will always be there for them. And the
competitive interest gives your kids a start on saving for college or a first car! So give yourself a
break. Start buying U.S. Savings Bonds where you bank or at work through your employer's payroll
savings plan.
For more information in English or Spanish, call toll free: 1·800·4US BOND (1·800·487·2663).

U. S Savings Bonds. The Gift ofa Lifetime.
www.savingsbonds.gov

Takec
0
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RIDE'IIS WANrfo:
No 1-faSSLeS, No l'orrieS,
No ParKiN8 probLeMS aNd No MONe~J

~~

THAT5 RIGHT, ·IT5 FREI FROM THE
FORT" LAUDERDALE TRI..-RAIL .STATION AND BACK.
-

.

Catch a free ride from the Fort Lauderdale Tri-Rail station to campus
and back on the Free SFEC!Tri-Rail Express Bus Service.
·- Discounted Tri-Rail passes are available to students, faculty and staff of the South
Florida Education Center (SFEC) which includes Broward Community College (BCC),
. Florida Atlantic University (FAU), Florida International University (FIU), Mcfatter
Technical Center, Nova Southeastern University (NSU) and University of Florida (UF) . .

South Florida
Education Center
Transportation Management
Association

,-For more information, call 1-800-234-RIDE
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